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At the onset of the 20th century a man by the name of Filippo T. 
Marinetti published a manifesto for a new holistic counter-movement 
called Futurism. In it he established Futurism’s obsession with war, 
complete rejection of the past, and celebration of speed, machines, 
and far right politics to create a new wing of not just design, but 
thinking. Futurists ideas and obsessions made for a dynamic usage 
of type never done to such an improper degree. Though rooted in 
aggressive ideology and controversial social values, Futurism remains 
influential because of its use of bold, expressive typography to create 
deep, symbolic meaning. 
       Throughout the futurist movement the usage of sans serif 
typefaces increased and was normalized. Taking advantage of this 
new typographic revolution, Marinetti longed to experiment with 
new typefaces and the arrangement of words.1 He affirmed that the 
character of type has just as much affect on how we receive a message 
as the message itself does. Sans serif typefaces brought emphasis 
where emphasis was due and boldness where tone needed to be 
expressed. His and other futurists choice to use sans serif type in their 
designs, though controversial and against the status-quo, is a modern 
typographic convention that remains and is celebrated today as a way 
to express emotion. 
       On the cover of Marinetti’s 1914 Zang Tumb Tumb, movement 
and emotion is created between the page and modified typography, 
evoking the sounds and progression of war. This inventive usage 
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demonstrates futurists ability to use type as image. Herbert Spencer 
explains this take on typography best in his 1969 book Pioneers of 
Modern Typography, emphasizing the futurist belief that “form should 
intensify the content.”2 Rather than letting type serve one purpose 
and tell one message, futurists told a deeper story by the way they 
arranged, sized, and gave form to type. This convention would go on 
to shape other movements such as Dada, De Stijl, and constructivism’s 
use of typography,3 especially Dadaism and it’s unique application of 
nonsense and rejection of “art for art’s sake.”4

       The power of sans serif typefaces and typographic form join 
to express emotion and deep, symbolic meaning on the cover of 
Zang Tumb Tumb. More than just type, but a moving explosion, this 
expressive use of typography explores type as a multi-faceted way 
of communicating. If not for the boldness of “TUMB TUMB” or the 
downward demise of “TUUUMB TUUUUM TUUUUM TUUUUM,” one 
would not understand the destruction of war being symbolized through 
text arrangement if all the information were aligned and centered.
       In a way, what Marinetti thought and wanted to happen to Futurism 
has transpired: “They will crowd around us, panting with anguish and 
disappointment, and exasperated by our proud indefatigable courage, 
will hurl themselves forward to kill us, with all the more hatred as their 
hearts will be drunk with love and admiration for us.”5 This aggressive 
fantasy has turned into a pursuit to know the way of Futurism; a 
desperation to be influenced by a type revolution. This lasting influence 
can be attributed to the controversial values and strange obsessions of 
Futurism that today, make it a spectacle worth learning from.
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Sabbath Zine
ART 224: Page Layout & Type Detail

Stemming from my personal studies on the sabbath, this zine exists 
to challenge secular thoughts on rest in hopes of redefining culture’s 
definition of what rest really is. With an underwhelming and one color 
design experience meant to feel restful in and of itself, I inform of what 
the sabbath is, why it’s vital to a rhythm between work and rest, and 
how to introduce new, restful habits into ones life.
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Sectra Specimen
ART 254: Page Layout & Typography

With all the possibilities that come with a new typeface in mind, this 
newspaper type specimen for GT Sectra was designed in 3 parts for 
the user to experience each family as it should be sized and seen. It 
relies on playful see-throughs and heavy in-use type to showcase 
Sectra’s sharpness and character. In addition, whitty excerpts from 
Delphine Bedient, Maria Gonzalez, and Tao Lin drive the copy  
to contrast crippling anxiety with surmountable hope.
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Sectra Specimen16 Sectra Specimen 17

Right: See-through’s at  
play in Part 3 of the Sectra 
Specimen: Book.
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A Flock of Seagulls
ART 224: Visual Identity & Package Design

Bearing the likeness of commercial advertisements from the 1980s 
and inspired by the electronic sounds of New Wave itself, this visual 
language for a 1982 vinyl reissue transcends A Flock of Seagulls cheesy, 
dreamy expression by use of harsh lighting, grain, stroked type, and soft, 
intersecting gradients.



A Flock of Seagulls10 A Flock of Seagulls 21

Left: The 7 in. was designed to 
illustrate technology’s havoc on 
mankind, as suggested in the 
single, Man Made.
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Laurel Skincare
ART 254: Visual Identity & Package Design

Laurel, being seasoned and simple, exemplifies a mature skincare 
brand after the hearts of ritualistic women who are honest, graceful, 
and kind. It’s traditional, yet modern, appealing to those who find 
peace in morning routines and the art of skincare.
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Left: Color is incorporated 
into the skincare line by the 
products themselves.
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Index Video Association
ART 225: Visual Identity & Environment Design

With goals to catalog a variety of VHS tapes and indicate their 
irreplaceable, emotional worth, Index Video Association was created 
to provide the community with ways to engage with, reference, and 
borrow VHS tapes. With weekly screenings, a place to hang out, film 
critique workshops, and inclusive events on the weekends, people will 
have the opportunity to get excited about analog technology again.
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Right: A communal theater 
space allows for viewings, film 
critique, and friendship.
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Grow & Vote
ART 224: Visual Identity & Promotional Narrative

Due to the bitter taste in my mouth from loud political messages,  
I was led to encourage people to vote in the midterm election of 2018 
delicately. A move towards designing what I would want to see; a 
strong emotional message told through a quiet, sentimental narrative, 
proved that positive, subtle campaigning can work to change people’s 
minds too. Several subtleties, like the italicized O’s and generous white  
space, insist movement and action but also peace and harmony.
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Grow & Vote42 Grow & Vote 43

Left: Animated GIF progression.

Right: Four button variations  

to promote a vote.
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Nødder Milk
ART 225: Visual Identity & Package Design

Delighting in honesty, playfulness, and its Scandinavian roots, Nødder 
exists to build trust from parents skeptical of alternative milks through 
the use of transparency, simplicity, and cuteness. Small, approachable 
bottles encourage kiddos to grab for a cow’s milk alternative all on 
their own while simultaneously assuring parents their kids will  
stay full and strong, all day long.
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Left: Promotional coloring book.

Right: A light snack to go with  

a kiddo’s almond milk.
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Process:
Nodder Milk
Rationale

Nodder exists to build trust in alternative milk for kiddos. A viable 
substitute to cow’s milk, almond milk can be just as nutritious, full of 
Vitamin D, calcium, and protein, if made well. Small, holdable bottles 
and playful, hand drawn shapes and lettering appeal to kids enough 
to get them to grab for the drinks themselves while honesty and 
simplicity speak to skeptical parents. 

A geometric sans serif typeface compliments hand lettering and the 
Scandinavian charm there is to Nodder. A supporting brand character 
is added to further enforce the Scandinavian roots of Nodder, specific 
to Finland, with humility, approachability, and innate cuteness. 

Nodder’s logo is put into simplest terms by combining both the 
iconography of almonds and folk art hairlines to again nod to 
Scandinavia. The mark avoids complicating the matter of choosing  
an alternative milk and makes the choice clear. Nodder is just as nut-
ritious, here to keep your nutty kiddos full and strong, all day long!
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Research58 Process: Nodder Milk 59



Define Brand60 Moodboard (1) 61
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Illustration Moodboard64 Typography Moodboard 65
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Name Brainstorm cont.68 Process: Nodder Milk 69



Logo Sketches (Round 1)70 Process: Nodder Milk 71



Logo Sketches (Round 2)72 Process: Nodder Milk 73



Layout Sketches (Round 1)74 Process: Nodder Milk 75



Layout (Round 2)76 Process: Nodder Milk 77



Layout (Round 3)78 Process: Nodder Milk 79
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Exploration cont.82 Photography (Round 1) 83



Layout (Round 4)84 Photography (Round 2) 85



Photography (Round 2 cont.)86 Logo Refinement 87



Final Revisions88 Process: Nodder Milk 89
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